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G E O M E T R Y  S H A D E R  !  U N F O L D  S H A D E R  
Introduction
Geometry shaders are a powerful tool for technical artists, but they always seem to be used for 
the same kind of visual effect shaders. With this assignment my goal was creating a shader which 
hadn’t been created before and maybe provide some actual utility for games. Because of this 
uncharted territory, and the fact that documentation on geometry shaders is rather sparse, it was 
hard finding good references for this paper. Most of the knowledge gathered during the 
development of this shader is gathered out of trial and error. 

The shaders basically unfolds geometry while you move through the level. A centre point and an 
inner and outer radius can be provided. All faces within the inner radius will be shown normally 
and all faces between the inner and outer radius will be rotated relatively to their distance 
between those two radii. Everything else outside the outer radius is hidden. 
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Fig 1. — The unfold shader used within the game Radar.
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Method

Steps 
A complex shader like this is hard to achieve in one go. In order to keep the process manageable, I 
split up the shader into separate sub-goals. While working on a new sub goal, I kept improving 
the previous code as well. After the following list with sub goals, each one will be explained in 
more detail. I will go over what problems occurred and why I took certain design decisions. On 
certain parts I came upon some nice optimisations which will be highlighted as well. 

› Rotate triangles over the edge closest to a given centre point. 
› Rotate only triangles on the edge of a certain radius. 
› Quad detection for planar meshes. 
› Quad rotation. 
› Visual finalisation: thickness, outline render pass, parameter to hide and show geometry. 
› Code optimisation. 

Rotate Triangles 

The first step, finding the closest edge to the centre point, was an easy one. In our engine the 
topology for meshes is default on triangle lists, so the input into the geometry shader are 
triangles, three vertices. Getting the closest edge is as simple as finding the two closest vertices to 
the centre point. Because the order from closest to furthest vertex will be required again later on, 
we keep track of them by saving variables to their index of the original array, as seen in SNIPPET 1. 
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Fig 2. — Rotating all triangles around the closest edge.
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// SNIPPET 1: 
// SORT BY DISTANCE 
//************** 
// SORT by distance to the centre point 
int close  = 0,  
 middle = 1,  
 far = 2; 
// close - middle 
if(vertex[middle].Distance < vertex[close].Distance) 
{ 
 int temp = close; 
 close = middle; 
 middle = temp; 
} 
// middle - far 
if (vertex[far].Distance < vertex[middle].Distance) 
{ 
 int temp = middle; 
 middle = far; 
 far = temp; 
} 
// close - middle (again) 
if(vertex[middle].Distance < vertex[close].Distance) 
{ 
 int temp = close; 
 close = middle; 
 middle = temp; 
} 

Rotating the triangles over that edge involves matrix calculations, the basic gist is that first we 
need to find the point to rotate around. This point is found by projecting the furthest point on 
the closest edge, as shown by FIG 3 and SNIPPET 2. With this point it is possible to create a matrix 
which translates it to the origin, rotates it around a certain angle and translates it back as is shown 
in SNIPPET 2 as well. 

// SNIPPET 2: 
// MATRICES 
// Rotation 
float4x4 rotation = CreateRotationMatrix(angle, closestEdgeDir); 

// Translation 
// Project point onto axis 
float3 closestEdge = quad[middle].Position - quad[close].Position; 
float3 rotPos =  
 closestEdge * dot(quad[far].Position - quad[close].Position, closestEdge)  
 / dot(closestEdge, closestEdge); 
rotPos += quad[close].Position; 
float4x4 translation = CreateTranslationMatrix(rotPos); 

// Construct the final transform matrix 
float4x4 transform = mul(translation, rotation); 
transform = mul(transform, -translation); 
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OPTIMISATION: Calculating the distance in the vertex shader makes sure that the distance is only 
calculated once per vertex, per draw call. 

Rotate only on the edge 
So far all triangles can be rotated with a given angle, the next logical step is to start rotating them 
only on the edge of the given radius. Again, we can start with an easy step, culling all triangles 
outside the radius. As shown in SNIPPET 3, at the start of our geometry shader we check if all 
vertices are outside of the given radius. If they are, we return out of the geometry shader without 
outputting any geometry. 

// SNIPPET 3: 
// Only continue if the distance is within the outer radius 
if (vertex[0].Distance > m_Radius && vertex[1].Distance > m_Radius  
 && vertex[2].Distance > m_Radius) 
 return; 
The next issue is deciding which triangles are on the edge and by what angle to rotate them. The 
idea is that all triangles outside an inner radius should rotate by an angle relative to their distance 
between that inner radius and the outer radius. For calculating an inner radius the first method 
worked, but didn’t give a consistent result. 

What I did was find an average size for each triangle and use that to calculate the inner radius 
(SNIPPET 4). The problem was that a mesh doesn’t always have your average triangle, but might 
contain very thin and long triangles (FIG. 4 - mid), which would flip weirdly when the player 
moved and a different triangle size was calculated. All triangles would also rotate at different 
speeds giving a very chaotic and messy look. 

// SNIPPET 4: 
// CALCULATE basic triangle size 
float triangleSize = distance(vertex[close].Position, vertex[far].Position); 

So the second option was providing an inner radius to the shader as a parameter (just like the 
outer radius), this is the option which turned out to work quite well in the end. It has the 
downside that the radius does not adapt to the triangle size, so multiple triangles will be rotating 
at the same time, behind each other. As seen later in this paper, this problem can be hidden by 
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Fig 3. — Finding the closest edge and finding the rotation point.
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giving thickness to the faces in the visual finalisation phase. The big upside to this way of working 
is that all triangles rotate at the same speed resulting in a more pleasing and less chaotic screen. 

// SNIPPET 5: 
// FOLDING EDGE TRIANGLES  
//************************ 
if(vertex[close].Distance > m_InnerRadius) 
{ 
 // Calculate basic angle 
 float angle = 0; 
 angle = (vertex[close].Distance - m_InnerRadius)/(m_OuterRadius - m_InnerRadius); 
 angle = lerp(0, PI, (1-angle)); 
 // . . . 

 

Finally the angle is calculated by comparing the distance from the closest vertex to the difference 
between the inner and outer radii. With a linear interpolation this value is translated to an angle 
between 0 and pi radians, basically rotating the triangle from completely folded inside the mesh 
to completely unfolded to its regular position. 
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Fig 4. — Different types of triangles to process.

Fig 5. — Rotating only triangles on the edge of the given radius.
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Quad recognition 
The previous result works pretty well, but it still looks chaotic and spikey on larger subdivided 
planes, as can be seen on FIG 5. The issue is that all triangles are rotated separately which doesn't 
look that good, especially on quadified meshes. So the next goal was trying to find a way to get 
quads into the geometry shader, which proved to be quite the challenge. But the result was 
absolutely worth the while. 

After some research I realised the primitive topology of the shader should be triangle adjacency. 
This is already a big obstacle since our engine imports a special 3d format which contains the 
index list for triangle topology hardcoded. Using the ID3DXBaseMesh::GenerateAdjacency() 
method was out of order, since ID3DXBaseMesh just isn’t used in the engine. Starting from the 
same issue, the people at GameDev.net(Buckeye, 2008) came up with an algorithm, which is not 
great but it can at least generate the required adjacency index buffer with the restrictions of the 
engine. Since it should only be called once on load, the conversion will result in a longer loading 
time, but luckily there will be no hit on performance during run time. My slightly improved 
implementation of the algorithm, within the MeshFilter component of our engine, is shown in 
SNIPPET 6.  

// SNIPPET 6: 
void MeshFilter::RebuildIndexBufferWithAdjacency() 
{ 
 // Create vector 
 vector<DWORD> indicesAdj; 
 // Reserve space and fill with 0 
 indicesAdj.resize(m_Indices.size()*2); 

 // For every triangle in the buffer, 
 // create 6 verts 
 DWORD i0, i1, i2; 
 for (size_t i = 0; i < m_Indices.size(); i+=3) 
 { 
  // Get original triangle 
  i0 = m_Indices[i]; 
  i1 = m_Indices[i+1]; 
  i2 = m_Indices[i+2]; 

  // Set values 
  indicesAdj[i * 2 + 0] = i0; // triangle vertex 0 
  indicesAdj[i * 2 + 1] = 0xffff; // adjacent vertex 0 
  indicesAdj[i * 2 + 2] = i1; // triangle vertex 1 
  indicesAdj[i * 2 + 3] = 0xffff; // adjacent vertex 1 
  indicesAdj[i * 2 + 4] = i2; // triangle vertex 2 
  indicesAdj[i * 2 + 5] = 0xffff; // adjacent vertex 2 

  // Loop through possible adjacent tris, 
  // stopping when all are filled in or when out of triangles 
  size_t j = 0; 
  while (j < m_Indices.size()  
   && (indicesAdj[i * 2 + 1] == 0xffff  
   || indicesAdj[i * 2 + 3] == 0xffff  
   || indicesAdj[i * 2 + 5] == 0xffff)) 
  { 
   // Don't check against the same vertex 
   if (j != i) 
   { 
    // Check for i0 - i1 side 
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    CheckAdjacancy( 
     i0, i1,  
     m_Indices[j], m_Indices[j + 1],  
     m_Indices[j + 2], indicesAdj[i * 2 + 1]); 
    // Check for i1 - i2 side 
    CheckAdjacancy( 
     i1, i2,  
     m_Indices[j], m_Indices[j + 1],  
     m_Indices[j + 2], indicesAdj[i * 2 + 3]); 
    // Check for i2 - i0 side 
    CheckAdjacancy( 
     i2, i0,  
     m_Indices[j], m_Indices[j + 1],  
     m_Indices[j + 2], indicesAdj[i * 2 + 5]); 
   } 
   // Next triangle 
   j += 3; 
  } 
 } 

 m_Indices = indicesAdj; 
 m_IndexCount = m_Indices.size(); 
} 
void MeshFilter::CheckAdjacancy(const DWORD s0, const DWORD s1, const DWORD t0, const 
DWORD t1, const DWORD t2, DWORD &val) 
{ 
 if (t0 == s0) 
 { 
  if (t1 == s1) 
   val = t2; 
  else if (t2 == s1) 
   val = t1; 
 } 
 else if (t1 == s0) 
 { 
  if (t0 == s1) 
   val = t2; 
  else if (t2 == s1) 
   val = t0; 
 } 
 else if (t2 == s0) 
 { 
  if (t0 == s1) 
   val = t1; 
  else if (t1 == s1) 
   val = t0; 
 } 
} 

OPTIMISATION: Because the algorithm has to check each index for all other indices, it is better to 
split the meshes and export them separately. A mesh with 200 indices will take longer (200*200 
= 40 000) to process than twice 100 indices (2 * 100 * 100 = 20 000). 

Because the geometry shader now gets six vertices as input instead of three, the shader had to be 
adjusted a bit. An array of four custom vertex structs is created with the first three vertices being 
the original triangle (indices 0, 2, 4 (MSDN, 2011?)) The last vertex will be the fourth quad vertex 
if there is one. 

Before checking if the triangle has a chance to be quad like, the corners are calculated for each 
vertex and, as with the distances, their indices are sorted and saved in separate variables. 
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Afterwards a check is performed to see if the largest corner is smaller than 120°. Since it is the 
largest corner of a triangle, no check has to be performed for the lower bound, since it will 
inherently be larger than 60°. 

When the previous check performs true, the opposite vertex gets pulled out of the original input 
array and its angle calculated. When that angle is larger than 60° both triangles will be taken 
together and considered as a quad. If not, the regular triangle logic will be applied. 

// SNIPPET 7: 
// Check if largest corner is smaller than 120 
if (quad[largeCorner].Distance_Dot.y < .5) // < 120deg 
{ 
 // Get opposite vertex index 
 int oppositeVertex = 3 + largeCorner*2 - (largeCorner == 2) * 6; 
  
 // Calculate angle 
 float oppositeDot = -dot( 
  normalize(quad[otherCorner1].Position - vertex[oppositeVertex].Position), 
  normalize(quad[otherCorner2].Position - vertex[oppositeVertex].Position)); 

 // Check if it is quad like enough 
 if(oppositeDot > -.5) // > 60deg 
 { 
  quad[3] = Fillquad(vertex[oppositeVertex]); 
  quad[3].Distance_Dot.y = oppositeDot; 
  quad[3].Draw = true; 
  isQuad = true; 
 } 
 // . . . 

OPTIMISATION: Instead of working with angles in degrees, I used the result of the negative dot 
product to approximate angles. The handy TABLE 1 helped me guess good approximations. This 
mostly useful if precision is not necessary, in this case values with 15° precision were enough. 

Quad Rotation 
Now that the triangle is analysed as being part of a quad, we can apply the same rotating logic as 
with the triangle. Except there are a few catches for quads. The quads will behave differently  
based on the angle their closest edge has with the radial line to the centre point. There are three 
cases possible. On FIG. 6, type 1 contain those quads where the angle is around 90°. For these, 
the inner most triangle will handle all rotations, by creating an extra triangle and rotating this one 
over the closest edge as well. While the outer most triangle gets discarded and thus not rendered 
at all.  

The corner cases, where the angle is smaller than 75°, have two edges whose distance to the 
centre is pretty similar. When making lateral movements, for example to the right for the left 
most quad on FIG. 6, the closest edge will flip from the horizontal to the vertical edge. When not 
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Table 1. — Degree to dot conversion.

Degrees 0 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180

- Dot -1 -0,966 -0,866 -0,707 -0,5 -0,259 0 0,259 0,5 0,707 0,866 0,966 1
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taken care of, this will result in a lot of flipping in these corners. The solution here is to create an 
extra quad so both edges have a rotating quad, while not physically correct, it is the best solution 
to make the shader look smooth and prevent flipping. 

The difference in type 2 and type 3 is the way they handle this extra quad. For type 3 both sub-
triangles will run through the geometry shader, each creating an extra triangle and rotating a full 
quad. In type 2, the closest triangle will create two full quads and the outermost triangle will be 
discarded. 
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Fig 6. — Different types of quads to process. Depending on their angle to the center and their 
diagonal edge.

Fig 7. — The quadified mesh now looks better and less spikey due to the quad recognition.
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Visual finalisation 
With the quads rotating nice and smoothly, the shader is nearly ready. Some visual optimisations 
can be applied to make the effect feel more real. 

› The faces are very flat and sharp, too sharp to be realistic. So as said earlier, giving thickness to 
the faces will make the shader visually more complete. Partly hiding some other issues like the 
repeating faces in the band between inner and outer radii. 

› For gameplay value a parameter was added (to be set between 0 and 1) which will be multiplied 
to the rotation angle and if zero hide all geometry. This makes it possible to hide and show 
certain objects in an animated way. 

› An extra pass was added which shows a fine outline were no geometry is shown by the unfold 
shader. This makes it possible to preview were geometry will be shown, giving an extra touch to 
the shader and gameplay. 
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Fig 8. — Giving thickness to the planes gives a more realistic feel and hides some visual artefacts. 
Fig 9. — Adding outlines might be a nice feature for showing hidden geometry.
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Code optimisations 
Apart from the specific optimisations which were shown previously, some more general 
optimisations were applied. 

› Separate float values were merged into bigger float3 or float4 variables. These are a bit more 
performant to use. 

› If statements were removed and replaced with mathematical formulas using the (?:) conditional 
operator.  

› Some unnecessary variable creation was replaced by reusing a variable instead. 

Results
Overall I’m very glad with the result, I was able to achieve a more advanced shader than I 
originally anticipated. There are still a few limitations and a few optimisations which can still be 
applied. But the result is a nice promise for a future where geometry shaders are used for more 
than only visual improvements. 

Further development 
› If your mesh contains larger planes, they will need to be subdivided before exporting from your 

favourite 3D software. It would be nice if the shader could use a subdivision algorithm to do this 
for you, or maybe a look into tessellation might result in a solution here. 

› Only one centre point is supported now, it would be nice if an array of points could be 
implemented. This could be used for highlighting previously invisible areas, showing impact 
craters or maybe even show those places where you have been before. 
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